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Post-task 

Fig. 1. Systolic blood pressure before， during， and after com-
pleting a computer-based recognition task in the pres-
ence (solid line) or absence (dotted line) of plants. 
lines are significantly different at p<O.10 
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changes related to recovery from s仕essinc1ude lower 

blood press町 e，higher alpha brain wave amplitudes， and 

r巴ducedmusc1e tension when viewing scen巴sof nature 

compared to urban sc巴nes(Ulrich and Simons， 1986). 

In my lab， we showed that the same responses hap-

pen when people ar巴 ina room with a few containerized 

int巴riorplants， ev巴nwhen their attention is not drawn to 

也eplants， but to a computer and a productivity旬sk

(Lohr et al.， 1996). We as~巴d people to participate in a 

study measuring how people respond when performing a 

computer task. Participants were randomly assigned to 

perform the task when no plants were present in由巴 room

or when plants were present岨 dpositioned so白eplants 

would be within出巴 P巴ripheralvision of the participant. 

While performing the compuおrtask， participants' 

systolic blood pressure rose， indicating that th巴 taskwas 

S仕切S釦1(Fig.l). For those tested in the pres回目 of

plants， the rise was not as great， and it returned to pr，巴ー

task levels more quickly出組 forthose tested when no 

pl佃 tswere present. This documented出at出em巴repres-

ence of interior plants could produc巴aca1ming response. 

Plants ar巴prominent胡 dessential components of our 

lives (Lohr， 2003). We use plants， of course， for food 

and fiber. In the US， we also use them to decorate our 

homes， bo血 insideand out. We us巴themto mark specia1 

occasions， such as weddings and funerals. W巴 present

them to people to comfort the sick. 

Research has shown that plants provide a wide range 

of benefits (summ訂 iesare available in : Lohr， 2000 ; Pear-

son-Mims叩 dLohr， 2000; Relf and Lohr， 2003). Social 

interactions among people are improved (Kuo et al.， 

1998). R，巴covery合omillness is faster (Ulrich， 1984) 

Mental fatigue is reduced (T巴nness巴n and Cimprich， 

1995) . Even violence is reduced (Kuo and Su1livan， 

2001). In my lab， we have been巴xploringsome of these 

impacts of pl姐 tson people. We have shown that relative 

humidity indoors can be raised from 1巴velsthat are too 

low for human health and comfort to levels within the ac・

ceptable range (Lohr， 1992). Another study docum巴nt巴d

that pl岨 tsc姐 reducelevels of dust indoors (Lohr and 

Pearson -Mims， 1996). We have shown助成 childhood

interactions with plants promote positive adu1t attitudes 

towards pl却 ts，組d白at出 eswith sp児島dingcanopies四 d

healthy gre巴ncolors ar巴 particularlycalming (K組合nan

and Lohr， n.d. ; Lohr，2004 ; Lohr and Pearson-Mims， 

1997 ; Lohr and Pearson・Mims，2004). Other studies， 

which 1 summarize be1ow， have documented出atth巴 pres-

ence of interior plants can enhance well-being， improve 

productivity， and reduce pain (Lohr and Pearson-Mims， n. 

d. ; Lohr and Pearson-Mims， 2000; Lohr et al.， 1996). 

Introduction 

Well-being : Mental attention 

In this same study (Lohr et al.， 1996)， people re-

ported fe巴lingmoderate levels of positive emotions， such 

as feeling care仕切 orhappy. They reported low levels of 

negative emotions， inc1uding anger and fear. After com-

pleting the productivity task， there were significant differ-

Well-being : Stress reduction 

A number of studies have shown血atp∞ple recov巴r

from s甘巴ssmore quickly wh巴nvi巴wingslides or vide-

otap巴sof nature than when viewing urban scenes (Parsons 

et al.， 1998; Ulrich and Simons， 1986). Physiological 

Research Studies 
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Before task Aftertask 

Fig. 2. Response to the statement "1 leel attentive or concerト
trating，" based on a scale Irom 1 (not at all) to 5 (very 
much)， belore and after completing a computer-based 
recognition task in the presence (dark bar) or absence 
(Iight bar) 01 plants. Treatment bars with different letters 
are signilicantly different at p<O目05.
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Fig. 3. Productivity measured as the number 01 seconds be-
tween seeing a symbol on a computer screen and hit-
ting a key associated with that symbol (average 01 50 
symbols) in the presence (dark bar) or absence (Iight 
bar) 01 plants. Treatments are significantly different at p 
<0.05 

Plain Objects Plan包

Fig. 4. Percent 01 subjects not tolerating the discomlort of 
holding a hand in ice water for five min in a plain room 
(Iight bar) or in a room with colorful objects (medium 
bar) compared to those in a room with plants (dark 
bar). Treatments are significantly different from plants 
treatment at p<0.10. 

巴nceson the item "1 fi巴elatlentive or concentrating" 

(Fig. 2). After completing也巴 computertask， people in 

the presence of plants repor飽dfeeling more a枕entive出組

those in the absence of plants. 羽田 isnoteworthy， be-

cause attentiveness is拍 importantat出bu旬 foremployees 

in most jobs. 

Productivity 

The computer匂skused to measure productivity in 

白isstudy involved visual concen仕組on，menta1 process-

ing， and manual dexterity. Sp巴cifically，reaction tim巴 to

r巴spondωeachof 50 symbols by pressing an associated 

computer key was automatically recorded. People re-

sponded significant1y more quickly when pl担 tswer，巴 in

the room th組 when血eplants were absent (Fig. 3). R巴-

action time in the presence of plants was 12% fast巴r出阻

in the absence of pl組 ts，indicating that plants con出buted

to increased productivity. 

Pain response 

Other r，巴searchershave examined世leeffects of plants 

on people with specific health problems and physical 

symptoms. For example， Ulrich (1984) showed that peo・

ple recover，巴dmore quickly合omsur許可 if they had a 

view合'Om白巴irhospital room of trees rather由加 awall. 

In another study， Fjeld (2000) found出atworkers in姐

offic巴 wi白 foliagepl加 tsreported fewer physical symp-

ωms， including coughing， ho訂 S巴白roat，and fatigue， th組

when no plants w巴repr'巴sent.

In my lab， we showed廿latpain tolerance is in-

creased in th巴 presenceof pl組 ts(Lohr and Pearson-

Mims， 2000). Subjects were tested in a room with on巴 of

thr田肺訴ments:con仕'01，added colo巾 1obj巴cts，or add吋

plants. This enabled usωs∞if plants wer巴simplya dis-

甘actionto help keep one‘s mind off of白巴 discomfort.To 

determine people's perceptions of the treatment rooms， we 

conduct巴d組 ass巴ssmentwith 17 statements. The room 

with plants was r巴portedto be significantly more interest-

ing， comfortable， and omate， for example，白anthe plain 

con仕'01room， but the room with plants was not signifi-

cant1y mor巴 interesting，colorful， or at回 .ctiv巴白祖 the

room with colorful， non -plant obj巴cts(Table 1). Thus， 

both白eplants組 dthe non-plant objects rooms w巴re

similar in their potential to provid巴 visualdistractions to 

help one concen仕ateon something other th組 discomfort.

While those rooms w巴revisually similar， the plants and 

the non-plant obj巴ctstreatments were significantly differ・

ent in other ways ; for巴xampl巴， the room with plants had 

fresher air， was more pleasant，組dmore inviting. 

The subjects in白ISexp巴rimentwer，巴 ask，巴dto place a 
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Table 1. Selected perceptionsZ 01 the experimental room with no decorative objects present (plain control) or with non-plant decorative 
objects compared to su同ects'assessments with plants present. 

Room characteristic Plain Non-plant 
Plants 

control objects control 

boring . . . . . interesting 2.49* 3. 13N5 2.94 

stale air . . . . . fresh air 2.97事 2.90* 3.26 

drab or dull . . . . . colorful 1. 72* 2. 82N5 2.81 

unpleasant . . . . . pleasant 3.07傘 3.23* 3.54 

ugly . . . . . attractive 2.30* 2.71 N5 2.83 

uncomfortable . . . . . comfortable 3.18本 3.56陥 3.58 

uninviting . . . . . inviting 2.37キ 2.87* 3.19 

plain . . . . . ornate 1. 54* 2. 18N5 2.16 

Z Means are based on a scale 01 1・5，with 1 most associated with the lirst term in the pair and 5 most associated with the second 
term in the pair. 

*.N8 Score is different or not signilicantly different， respectively， lrom score with plants at P # 0.05. 

hand in wat，巴:rat body tempera知re，and then into ice 

water. They wereωld they could remove their hand at 

姐 ytime. 百lepercent of p∞ple who tolerated白edis-

comfort of the ice water by leaving their hand in for five 

min (白etime at which th巴irhand would b巴 numb)was 

recorded. Perceptions of physical discomfort were lower 

in the room with plants th組 in白巴 controlroom without 

plants (Fig. 4). P巴rceptionsof discomfort were also 

lower when pl組 Iswere present白組 when血eother deco-

rative non-plant objects were present.百lisdemonstrated 

that the positive benefits of plants are not simply associ-

ated with their decorative value， because decorative ob-

j巴ctswere not as巴ffectivein influencing pain tol巴rance

Conclusion 

Many research studies have begun to document bene-

ficial effects of plants on people. Most of白esestudies 

have focus巴don plants outdoors or on scenes of nature 

Our res巴arch如 dthat of other百 haveshown that int，巴:rior

plants in individual containers can also produce many 

benefits for people. This research confirms previous stud-

ies documenting th巴 S甘essマ巴ducingbenefits of passively 

viewing plants. 羽田 researchindicates that people's im-

pressions of a room and白e廿 mentalw巴11・beingcan be 

significantly improved when plants are added. It also 

shows that productivity and mental functioning are im-

proved and白atpain perception can be reduc巴d. It 

shows， in essence，出atpl組 Isare essential for people to 

be at出eirbest. 
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